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Words from our President - Andy Ralph
Well, what a school at Undara! With the theme “Sustainable Savannah Guiding”, we
had an excellent line-up of speakers, field trips around Undara Volcanic National Park
and adjacent Mt. Surprise, and a heck of a good time! We started off with officially
launching our MOU with Queensland’s Department of Environment and Resource
Management / Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service which ensures we will have
their expertise and involvement at Savannah Guides Schools, and acknowledges
Savannah Guides as additional conservation eyes and ears for QPWS on the ground.
This year we welcomed back botanist John Clarkson who gave an impressive
presentation on everything eucalyptus and showcased some new on-line and CD Rom
applications that will prove invaluable for interpreters across the Savannah.
It was also great to see presenters from within our own ranks and as well as some
excellent tours from our hosts at Undara.
Among these was Jim Fitzgerald’s
enthralling night sky presentation around the campfire. In my mind Jim’s talk typified
a Savannah Guide; well prepared, delivered in an informative manner, and a most
interesting and unique use of props! Savannah Guides also provided much of the after
dark entertainment, with our own stars on guitars Bram, Ross and Russell.
Unfortunately the singers aren’t worth mentioning!
One of the real highlights was our panel of ‘elders’ who took to the microphone with
gusto and relayed some colourful tales from the past, giving newer members a much
needed dose of Savannah Guides history. It was also fantastic to honour some of those
who kicked off our organisation and forged the path in our formative years. I think we
did a good job of keeping the Life Membership presentations a ‘secret’ over the last few
months and I must thank Bram Collins for leading the charge in recognising those
who came before us and contributed above and beyond the call.
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At the new member end of the spectrum was a big night in the ‘hot seat’ for three new
Page 18 ‐ Aboriginal English
Savannah Roving and Site Interpreters John Bayntun (Oz Tours), Rick Bates (Oz
Tours) and Les Sampson (Undara), and new Savannah Guide Steve O’Callaghan. It is
a thrill for me to see four guides on the way up getting their new patches - the day we
have no one to ‘badge’ at a school will be very sad indeed. Savannah Guides is
Featuring:
very much about renewal and injecting new enthusiasm into the
organisation and the guys we bring in today will be our leaders
46th Savannah Guide
tomorrow.
At Undara we also announced the next school in Townsville 28-31
October, prior to the 2nd Savannah Way Symposium (1-2 November) in
another joint effort. Stay tuned for updates. In closing I want to thank
Andrew Sturges and his crew at Undara for being such
wonderful hosts. Certainly the best organised school I’ve attended lately
(and I helped organise the last one!) Undara was definitely a school to
remember!

School at Undara
Experience.
‘Sustainable Savannah
Guiding’

Andy Ralph
SAVANNAH GUIDES
Savannah Guides is a network of professional tour guides with a collective in-depth knowledge of the natural and cultural assets of Northern
Australia. It is a not-for-profit company with enterprise and individual members. Savannah Guides works with many of Australia's leading
tourism, environmental and community organisations to pursue its mission:
Being an economically sound, community based, professional body maintaining high standards of: Interpretation and public education; Training and guiding leadership; and through the promotion of ecologically sustainable tourism principles, enhances regional lifestyles and encourage protection and conservation of the natural and cultural resources of the Tropical Savannas of Northern Australia.
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Savannah Guides Board
The Savannah Guides Board are a volunteer Board who are elected by the voting members at the
Annual General Meeting. They each have a two year term as a Board Member and are elected to
be your link to decision making.
Please contact any Board Member to discuss your ideas and issues.
Your Board members are:

President: Andy Ralph
Vice President: Ben Humphries
Secretary/Treasurer: Ivor Davies
Director: Trish Sloan
Director: Paula Moloney
Director: Steven O’Callaghan

New Board Member
Steve O’Callaghan of Undara has been appointed to fill the vacant
Savannah Guides Board position.
Steve was also upgraded to Savannah Guide from Site Interpreter
at the Undara School in recognition of his commitment in
organizing the Undara School. Like many in Savannah Guides,
Steve will gain valuable professional and personal experience from
his leadership roles.
Congratulations Steve!

New contact details for the Savannah
Guides Management.
Manager: Russell Boswell
Savannah Guides Limited

(ABN: 81 055 771 054)

Ph: 0408 772 513
Fax: (07) 4031 3340
PO Box 2312 CAIRNS QLD 4870
www.savannah-guides.com.au
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Memorandum of Understanding Launched
The agreement between Savannah Guides Ltd and Queensland’s Department of Environment and
Resource Management / Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service was officially launched at the Undara Savannah
Guides School. Anne Greentree, QPWS’ Director of Tourism and Visitor Services, and Andy Ralph, Savannah Guides’
President, announced the milestone at dinner on the school’s first night. The MOU formalizes the good relations
between the organizations for five years.
Under the agreement QPWS agrees to:

 Pay Savannah Guides the sum of $5,000 per annum (inclusive of GST), in lieu of all other payments (e.g.
school registrations, dinner sponsorships), subject to a GST compliant tax invoice from Savannah Guides.

 Make available up to three QPWS staff as expert guest speakers (e.g. botanists, biologists, geologists) for
each school held in Queensland (usually two per year).

 Make available up to three QPWS staff to attend part or all of Queensland based schools.
 Actively seek to maintain a good rapport with Savannah Guides.
 Welcome advice from Savannah Guides on matters of mutual interest in respect of the conservation of
nature and cultural resources and values.

 Consult with Savannah Guides in relation to any QPWS undertakings that may effect their operations

(e.g. preparation of management plans, policies, fire plans, site plans, infrastructure developments, land
dealings etc).

 Aim to maximise the economic and social benefits for traditional owners, arising from mutual best

endeavours of the parties in respect of the tradition lands and waters used by Savannah Guides within
protected areas.

 Ensure that QPWS staff responsible for the management of the protected areas used by
Savannah Guides are made aware of the content of this MOU.
Savannah Guides agrees to:

 Provide QPWS with a GST compliant tax invoice on 1 July each year, for the sum of $5,000 (inclusive of
GST), in lieu of all other payments (e.g. school registrations, dinner sponsorships).

 Formally invite up to three QPWS staff as expert guest speakers relative to the theme of each school held
in Queensland (usually two per year). Guest speakers are entitled to attend each school for a period of
one day, or longer period at the behest of Savannah Guides.

 Formally invite up to three QPWS staff to attend part or all of Queensland based schools.
 Acknowledge QPWS for the sponsorship of one dinner at each Queensland school and provide the
opportunity for a QPWS officer to deliver a dinner speech.

 Acknowledge QPWS as a corporate partner of Savannah Guides on the Savannah Guides website, in
newsletters, school programs and other collateral as appropriate.

 Display QPWS’s corporate logo on relevant promotional material and reproduce the logo as required by
QPWS.

 Immediately advise QPWS of any substandard visitor infrastructure or any visitor safety concerns within
protected areas.

 Immediately advise QPWS of any potential breaches of the Nature Conservation Act 1994.
 Advise QPWS on matters of mutual interest in respect of the conservation of nature and cultural resources
and values.

 Actively seek to maintain a good rapport with QPWS staff responsible for management of the lands and
waters used by Savannah Guides.

 Ensure that Savannah Guides members are made aware of the content of this MOU.
It is important that all members are familiar with our commitment to the agreement, and work to continually improve
our relationship. For example at the Undara school John Clarkson, a QPWS veteran of several Savannah Guides
Schools, highlighted the importance of members defending QPWS when visitors or others unfairly criticize Parks over
land management issues such as burning off or weed control.
Savannah Guides will also benefit from the expertise of QPWS staff at schools and greater interaction with QPWS
staff overall. Let’s make the most of this great opportunity!
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46th Savannah Guide School
Undara Experience ‘Sustainable Savannah Guiding’
Story: Trish Sloan

Photography: Andrew Sturges and Trish Sloan

Group shot from the top of Racecourse Shield Volcano

There’s nothing more delicious then a good ol’ hardy breaky
to get you started. Kath and her team from Undara
Experience cooked us up the best Bush Breaky every
morning at the school.
The 46th school was officially opened by Andy Ralph
President of Savannah Guides, Jim Richards ‘JR’
Representing Ron Richards, Ewamian Traditional Owner,
Steve Wettenhall Member for Barron River, Councillor
Warren Devlin Mayor Etheridge Shire Council and
Andrew Struges - Resort Manager, Undara Experience.
Day 1 was full of great things. Some people joined John
Bush Breakfast !
Clarkson and learnt about Identifying the Gum Trees in
Tropical Savannahs and some people joined Ivor Davies and about doing
Business in Tough times. The next session was walking Racecourse Hill, The Top: ‘JR’ Ewamian Traditional
Owner
highest ‘Shield’ Volcano in Undara Volcanic National Park. An easy walk for
Bottom:
John Clarkson some and a personal endeavour for others, the view was amazing! Up there we
learnt about the area and what we were looking at. Australian History right at talking about tree and grass identification on Racecourse Hill!
your feet... Amazing!
‘I can not separate the highlight from my first Savannah Guides School. John
Clarkson’s talk on Eucalypts has awakened the botanist in me and I’m now
inspired to learn more about these always reliable ‘props!’ Margaret’s
informative discussion on the Aboriginal language was hugely beneficial and
Ross’s performance with his ‘Yukalalee’ was nothing short of entertaining. It’s
just a pity that the songs were a little out dated! HA! I think that I’ve been
mostly impressed by the professionalism and the passion that the Savannah
Guides have. I thought that my own passion in environmental education and
interpretation woven with conservation was rare. Now I realise that there’s a
bunch of us out there!’ Ro Rimmer - QPWS (DERM)
Racecourse Hill - looking at it from ‘The Bluff’
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L-R Bruce Butler, Barry Kubala, John Courtney, Gerry Collins and Tom Warnes. Facilitated by Bram Collins.

Day 2 was a very inspirational day with a reunion from the founding members. This was a great session,
learning how one man decided to create ‘Savannah Guides’
and found great friendship in friends to push the idea.
“The Savannah Guides School at Undara
was an opportunity to be a part of a
competent and a passionate group of
Courtney, who started working in the Gulf Country in 1975 professional knowledge experts. Thanks”

The passion was passed on and old stories were shared. John

conceived Savannah Guides as an organisation to train guides Roger Steele - Territory Tours Darwin NT
and supplement cattle station business.
Bruce Butler was a policeman for 23 years, stationed all
around the Gulf Country. He resigned in 1981 and took over the Mt Surprise Hotel. He became the first
person to run tours at Undara, the first president of Savannah Guides and the first Roving Interpreter.
Barry Kubala was originally from New Zealand. He is a Bush Botanist and was the first secretary of
Savannah Guides.
Gerry Collins is a 4th generation grazier and went from Cattle to Tourism. He started networking an
become affiliated with Savannah Guides. Undara Experience was formed.
Tom Warnes saw a troopy with a phantom and became intrigued. In 1990 he started Wilderness
Challange so he can inspire others to visit the wonderful Gulf Country. He was invited to attend his first
Savannah Guide school in 1996 at Cobbold Gorge and create life long friendships.
During the school these men received what is now one of the most honourable awards. John received the
‘Life of Leadership’ award and Barry, Bruce, Gerry and Tom received ’Life Member’ Award.
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‘Attending my first Savannah Guide School has been a fantastic experience and one that I would highly
recommend for anyone eager to learn about this fantastic savannah habitat. The Undara school was filled with like
minded and passionate people and it was a delightful experience filled with wonderful wildlife. It has certainly been
a great inspiration for implementing on eco guide accreditation scheme for the Wet Tropics World heritage Area.’
Julia Cooper - Senior Communications Officer, Wet Tropics Management Authority.

Day 2 also took us to Pinwell’s Cave. A rarely
visited Undara Volcanic National Park site with
true lava floor and lava wave formation. The
guides from Undara guided us down into the
cave along with the team from QPWS. A truly
amazing place and what a privilege to see it in
it’s natural state and the little mysteries that
may never be told. We listened to the bat
colonies and watch them silhouette as they flew
past the light from the entrance.
Truly amazing place!
Following this we drank good ol’ billy tea and
learnt
about
grader
grass
and
the
Entering Pinwell’s Cave. impacts it has on the other grasses. Wayne
Vogler is the senior weed scientist from Senior
Weed Scientist with Biosecurity Queensland, Department of Employment, Economic Development &
Innovation, Tropical Weeds Research Centre. Following this talk we walked through the Grader Grass and
we learnt of the animals species that inhabit grader grass. Guest speaker was Rickard Abom, a PhD
Candidate studing the mechanism driving influences of introduced vegetation on Faunal Biodiversity.
‘It’s amazing the information
sharing and knowledge base of
the people of SGL and the
excitement to share what they
know. I learnt a lot about this
beautiful country that I now live
in.’
Deb Vagg - Tourism Officer,
Carpentaria Shire Council.
Rickard Abom talking about biodiversity

Wayne Vogler talking about Grader grass

Day 3 started with a bush breaky and a stunning walk via the end of the historic telegraph line with Ross
Rogers and Gerry Collins giving us interpretation. Our daily program was filled with understanding
Aboriginal English and Cultural Differences, UHF Radio Communication and the field trip to Mt Surprise
was fantastic. Jo Locker from Bedrock Village was one of our guides, who took us to the lovely little
township of Mt Surprise. Steve from Undara took the other group up to the top of Radar Hill - the relics of
a WWII early warning station.
Day 4 was again inspirational when Gerry Collins talk about grazing the Tropical Savannahs reliving the
past and inspiring the future. Talks continued with Dave Phoenix who took on the rough track of Burke
and Wills. An amazing project followed with a contagious passion of Australian History.

Left: Sieving for gems at Mt Surprise.
Right: Walking up Racecourse Hill (the
view from the bottom!)
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Like every other school we have welcome members coming up in ranks of Savannah Guides.
At this school we welcomed;
FRIENDS OF SAVANNAH GUIDES - Penny Johnson & Chris Bayntun
ROVING INTERPRETERS - John Bayntun and Rick Bates from Oz Tours
SITE INTERPRETATOR - Les Sampson from Undara Experience
SAVANNAH GUIDE - Steve O'Callaghan from Undara Experience
A big thankyou to our corporate sponsors and school sponsors for their kind contribution
towards a fantastic school.
Thank you to Steve and the team from Undara!
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Great Field
Guides!
order from the website!
101 Animals of the Wet Tropics
Last year the team at Wild about the Tropics produced another stunning book
about local wildlife. Dr Martin Cohen and Julia Cooper are local wildlife experts
and have spent many years taking spectacular images of the region’s wildlife.
Their new book, in partnership with Cairns-based graphic designer Tim Parker, is
an easy-to-read field guide to ‘101 Animals of the Wet Tropics’. This guide book
is designed to showcase wildlife that visitors or locals are likely to encounter
while wandering around the north. Priced under $10, this guide book is essential
reading for those who visit the region or want to learn more about what lives on
their doorstep.

101 Plants of the Wet Tropics
To be released this dry season
In the same easy-to-use format as the highly successful 101 Animals of the Wet
Tropics.
.

Rainforest Animals Rare, Threatened and Significant Wildlife
The 56 page full colour publication is written, photographed, designed
and
published by a local company Wild about the Tropics. The Wild about
the Tropics team consists of Dr Martin Cohen and Julia Cooper of
Wild about
Australia, the authors and photographers, and Tim Parker of Pembroke
Graphics, the graphic designer.
Supporting the local community this book is 100% North Queensland
produced and has already been praised for printing and publishing
locally rather than going interstate or overseas for the job. The project is also supporting our native
wildlife by donating 50c from the sale of each book to local wildlife charities.
“For a visitor or a local with an interest in the natural world and wildlife of the region this book is a must.”
Written and photographed by local wildlife experts, this book contains a high level of information making
it an excellent resource for locals, tour guides and schools. It is presented in such an easy to read style
combined with stunning photography that also makes it accessible for visitors to region.
www.wildtropics.com.au
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Environment and resource Management/
Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service

Fraser Island Bird Week
May 8-15
Now in its ninth year, 'Fraser Island Bird Week',
conducted by Savannah Guide and Kingfisher GM Ivor Davies, blends 'birds and nature' perfectly into a
program of activities including dawn bird walks, hikes, 4WD tours, night walks, sketching, painting and
photography classes, workshops on biodiversity,
conservation, bird identification and other topical
issues from your base at Kingfisher Bay Resort.
For more information visit http://www.kingfisherbay.com/fraser-island-birdweek.html

Where are you now? Evan Tandy
Where do you work? Environmental Supervisor Skyrail Rainforest Cableway
How long have you associated with Savannah Guides? I’ve been associated
with Savannah Guides (SG) since 2000. My first school was in Longreach
and I was on the Board of SG’s for 4 years.
Where have you guided? Daintree, Cape York, Cairns, Gulf Savannah,
Kimberly region, South west WA, Kakadu
Favourite Animal/s? Snakes and Birds
Favourite Plant or Tree? Nepenthes - pitcher plant
Favourite Place to be? A wild remote place
What do you like to read? Historical Journals, Autobiography’s and Field
Guides
Best Advice you’ve ever received? TOO HARD! I’ve been lucky enough to
have many mentors.
Where have you been a tourist? Scandinavia, Europe, Parts of Asia and
South Africa.
Ultimate thing you want to do? Own Acreage
Wildest thing you’ve done? Dealing with living in the Wet Tropics e.g. Negotiating swollen rivers.
A little bit about you… I love natural and cultural heritage, music, exploring new country, learning from
other people and to be able to share my knowledge with others. I stopped doing extended safaris to support
my young family. I’m still a Savannah Guide and proud to be!
Goal in Life… To be a good person and a good father.
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Weed Hygiene – An effective way of reducing weed seed spread
By Wayne Volger
With any movement of livestock, fodder, vehicles or
machinery both within and between properties, there is a
risk of spreading weed seed from infested to clean areas.
Since grader grass seed is not easily dispersed by natural
means, good hygiene practices, such as driving on weedfree tracks only, cleaning vehicles and machinery and ensuring hay, pasture seed and stock are uncontaminated
before moving will significantly reduce the risk of grader
grass spread. The development and implementation of a
property weed hygiene plan will assist land managers to
manage their weed issues and prevent new introductions.

Key points for inclusion in a weed hygiene plan:


Ensure contaminated vehicles are cleaned before coming on to your property or moving from
weed infested to weed free areas. Put extra effort in controlling weeds growing in areas likely to
be driven such as roads and tracks. Don’t drive through known weed infestations unless
absolutely necessary and at times when no seed is present on the plants. Always clean the
vehicle, inside, outside and underneath, as soon as possible afterwards.



Livestock carry seed in their gut and on their coats. If stock are moved from infested to weed free
areas, confine them for up to five days in an area that can be monitored and easily treated. This
will allow most weed seed to pass through and fall from the coats of the animal. This is
particularly important when the background of new livestock is unknown.

•

Buy hay and certified pasture seed from reputable producers. This reduces the risk of
contamination with weed seeds. Monitor sites where hay has been fed for any weed
germination.

Great Reference Material for Tours.
David Phoenix presented an inspiring session about Burke and Wills at
the Undara Savannah Guide School. He shared his passion about the
Australian Explorers and also followed in the footsteps of the explorers
himself. If you want to find out more, you can download Walker’s,
Landsborough’s, Norman’s and McKinlay’s journals along with Burke
and Wills. www.burkeandwills.net.au

Spot that Eucalypt!
Some guides at the Undara school were gazing longingly at John
Clarkson’s EUCLID – the definitive electronic identification and
i n f o r m a t i o n
s y s t e m
f o r
A u s t r a l i a n
eucalypts, which has now been expanded to include northern
Australia. It includes 900 colour images and is available from CSIRO
publishing for $120.

Visit www.publish.csiro.au for details.
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Townsville School!
The next Savannah Guides School will be held in the
Townsville region 28-31 October. We had a terrific school
there in 2006 and are ready to find some new experiences
in the region. The theme of the school will revolve around
birding, so please contribute any ideas for activities,
venues
or
participants
to
Russell
(info@savannah-guides.com.au) as soon as possible.
The Savannah Symposium will follow in Townsville 1-2
November, themed “Doing Sustainable Business in the
Bush”. This will include tourism and land management
streams so please pencil it into your diary too!

Looking for work at 6.24am on
14 November 2012?
The best place in the world to view the Total Solar Eclipse in 2012 will be just
north west of Cairns, and one inbound tour operator is already planning for
his group of 600.
If you’d like to guide in the general region and for the big event please
contact Russell (info@savannah-guides.com.au).
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Introduction to Bird Guiding
By Ivor Davies
Know who your group will be – Schools, novices, interested birders (non-experts)
Carry binoculars, Bird Field Guide, Notebook and pen, carry bag, list of common birds for the area
Carry a First Aid kit Pick your ground – A comfortable area, if outside you face the light / sun
Introduce yourself and your topic, explain any housekeeping – Toilets, no littering, hat, duration of
session, can they understand your speaking.
Be aware of any impairment issues and make allowances for them – hearing, sight, walking etc
Use an Icebreaker. I ask where people are from, have they used binoculars before, are they birders,
introduce them to others in the group, ask children’s names. (generally children under 9 years old cannot
use binoculars therefore care needs to be taken to keep these children interested).
Advise your group what you will be doing – Intro to binos, bird observing, bird identification using the field
guide, learning what ‘Jizz’ is and understanding a little about bird habitats and feeding preferences
Check that guests wearing glasses have their binocular sighting cups rolled or twisted in. Out for none
spectacled guests.
Start by showing all participants how to focus binoculars using one eye at a time and the two focusing
spindles (close right eye – use centre focusing spindle. Then change eyes and use the right dioptric to gain
a focus. Use centre spindle for focusing from then onwards)
Then how to sight a bird with binoculars by looking at the subject first and then bringing the binoculars
up to you eyes. If no bird move binoculars up slightly. Explain that birds are in every part of the
ecosystem not just in a tree. Encourage participants to chat, point, and share their sightings. Beware that
all participants get some of your time
When moving your group;

 Beware of changing ground conditions
 Do not lose anyone in the group, count regularly
 Stay within your allotted tour time or check with guests to extend
 Plan for a change of habitats
 Use your book to identify every sitting, show guests
 When a bird is identified, provide some interesting interpretation on it or it’s habits / habitat
 Look at and involve your group members
Be enthusiastic, at the end of the walk / presentation – thank your participants – provide a list of the
birds seen – get their contact details for your employer – seek feedback by way of a feedback form.
Provide participants with on-sell opportunities at your employers shop, another tour etc.
A good group size is 5 – 12
Tours are generally 1 – 2 hours unless it is for experienced birders
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Touring in
Africa
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Out of this World – News from Space
By Jim Fitzgerald
BINOCULARS AND TELESCOPES
Interested in a closer look at the objects in the night sky? One of the easiest ways to start is to get a good
set of binoculars ('good' does not have to mean 'expensive'). You can find a comprehensive overview on
http://www.universetoday.com/2008/04/15/binoculars-for-astronomy. Keeping in mind prices are in US
dollars, so remember to convert. When you're ready to consider getting a telescope, Dave Reneke's site
(http://www.davidreneke.com/buying-using-telescopes) has all the information you'll need to make a decision, and help to use the telescope once you've bought it. While you're there, sign up for his regular newsletter, Astro Space News.

STRANGE ROCKS ON MARS
Weird coatings on rocks beside a young Martian crater remain puzzling after a preliminary look at data
from examination of the site by NASA's Opportunity rover. The rover spent six weeks investigating the crater called "Concepción" before resuming its long journey this month. Read more here
http://www.marsdaily.com/reports/Mars_Rover_Examines_Odd_Material_At_Small_Young_Crater_999.html

RUSSIANS UNVEIL NEW ADDITION TO INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION
Russian space managers unveiled a science beauty today (March 25) in Florida, namely the ‘Rassvet’
research room which serves as Russia’s newest contribution to the International Space Station. Although
‘Rassvet’ was built entirely in Russia, the module is hitching a ride aboard the American Space Shuttle
Atlantis as the primary cargo for the STS 132 station assembly mission slated to blast off soon in May
2010. ‘Rassvet’ translates as ‘Dawn’. Read more here
http://www.universetoday.com/2010/03/25/russians-unveil-science-beauty-in-florida/

GREENLAND'S ICE SHEET MELT INCREASES
Ice loss from the Greenland ice sheet, which has been increasing during the past decade over its southern
region, is now moving up its north-west coast, according to a new international study. Read more here
http://www.spacedaily.com/reports/Grace_Sees_Rapid_Spread_In_Greenland_Ice_Loss_999.html
Do you have a question about astronomy and space science? Check out NASA astronomer
Dr Sten Odenwald's web site (http://www.astronomycafe.net/qadir/qanda.html)
for answers to frequently asked questions.
JIMS TALK GOT PUBLISHED!
Dave Reneke who publishes a space and astronomy asked Jim for some information on the astronomy
presentation at Undara and he's printed it! You can read it here...
http://www.davidreneke.com/astro-space-news
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When is an Insect a ‘Bug’?
The name ‘bug’ is commonly used for insects that crawl rather than fly. The name is more correctly used to
describe members of a large group of insects belonging to the Order Hemiptera. These true bugs all feed on
the liquid foods they suck up through a movable tube (the rostrum),located on the underside of the head.
In the centre of this rostrum are a number of fine needles (stylets) that are used to puncture the surface of
the food source. Most Hemiptera feed on plant sap, extracted by piercing and sucking the stems, roots,
leaves, bark, fruit or seeds of plants. Many of these plant-feeders live on man's food plants and become serious pests. Insects we know as ‘stink bugs’ and ‘shield bugs’ belong to this group.

Assassin Bugs
One large family of these bugs (the Reduviidae) are predatory and feed on the body juices of other
animals, mainly other insects. These are called assassin bugs because of their habit of hiding in ambush
for their prey. The rostrum of an ordinary plant-feeding bug is tucked flat against the underside of the
head, but that of an assassin bug is curved outwards from
the head. This is a very useful feature by which to identify
predatory bugs. They are able to swing their
rostrum forwards as they catch and pierce their prey. Once
the prey is held and punctured, a
salivary secretion is pumped into a
canal running down between the
fine stylets. This secretion immobilises the prey and dissolves its internal tissues into a pre-digested
‘ s o u p ’
t h a t
t h e
assassin bug can then suck up. At
the end of the meal, all that is left of
the prey is a dry, empty shell.
To find out more check out this website: http://www.qm.qld.gov.au/inquiry/factsheets/leaflet0037.pdf

Here’s a glimpse of the flooding that occurred around Winton. The Australian Age of
Dinosaurs team are standing in the highest point of the flood at just over 1m high.
The water was flowing slowly, so it was safe for the team to cross and go to work!
How’s that for dedication??

L-R: George Sinapius, Irene Elliott, Wendy Ballinger & Frederick Hill.

The full extend of the flood, some 500 metre wide!
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Jewels of the forest.
By Jack Hasenpusch

A jewel Bug

Jewel beetles otherwise known as Buprestids really are
the Jewels of the Crown when it comes to beetles
feeding on and pollinating the flowers of many of our
native tree`s.
These colourful and elongated beetles are rarely seen
unless one really stops along the trail to look for them.
Brightly coloured many Jewels mimic wasps and bee`s
to deter predator attack while they feed high up on the
blossom in the canopy. If tree`s are low they can easily
be observed amongst the birds and myriads of other
insects going about their business of feeding, mating
and pollinating .
Jewel beetles of the Temognatha and Castiarina group
like to feed on the sweetest nectar and often they can
be missed if you don`t look at a number of tree`s in
your search for them. Many tree`s flower as a
reaction to stress producing sweeter nectar than some
and this became very obvious this summer while in the

field out west of Mt Garnet .
A number of Eucalypt tree`s were seen lying on their
side as a result of Cyclone Larry several years
earlier, many had died, but others with their roots still
intact kept growing, as some of these tree`s would
more than likely die sooner or later they put all their
energy into one or two last flowerings before they die,
these over stressed tree`s were irresistible to many
beetles
which
flocked
to them
in
droves
pollinating their flowers for possibly one last time , yet
other healthy tree`s all round had very few beetles
feeding on their flowers.
Some Jewel beetles have a very long life history as
their larva bore through branches, trunks and roots of
tree`s so may not be seen again for a number of years.
Some species are reported to live like this for up to 15
years and longer before they emerge one day as an
adult beetle.
One such Jewel beetle Temognatha alternata was
seen again this summer after an absence of approx
twelve years.

Another
Jewel
beetle,
Castiarina
garnettensis. This blue and yellow little
Jewel was actually named after the town of
Mt Garnet near where it was discovered.

Finding beetles is a lot like fishing you have to be in the right
place at the right time.
There is still lots of scope for discovery with insects and Jewel
beetles are just one of the many species out there of which
some are still awaiting recognition, so next time you see such
a colourful beetle on your travels do remember to take a
picture as it very well may be a new species .

A fallen down bloodwood covered in bugs.
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OZ TOURS GETS CERTIFIED!!!!
By Michelle Edwards
In January Dean Nulty and Jacqui Conway from Industry Accreditation
spent the day with Geoff Harris, Rick Edwards and Michelle Edwards at
the Oz Tours Depot for assessment of Certificate 4 Tourism – Guiding.
A day of fun and learning began with a round the table chat about our
personal libraries (especially those we take on tour for the passengers),
updating our knowledge - both general knowledge and knowledge of the
areas we travel through (which resources we use). We discussed dealing
with customers (difficult passengers, passenger comfort etc), map
reading, and extra props we use to make the facts, figures and
information passed on to passengers more interesting. Geoff’s mechanical qualifications excused him from
our next task. Rick and Michelle showed Dean we knew our way around the vehicle, were aware of the
maintenance requirements of the vehicle on the road and we could
diagnose problems and carry out repairs to the vehicle in isolated areas.
Then the real fun began!! We set out in the bus for 3 ‘virtual tours’.
Geoff began the proceedings with a tour around Holloways Beach. We
used our imagination and Geoff convinced us we were in Iron Range
National Park visiting Chili Beach, Portland Roads and Quintel Beach.
We also visited a bare sugar cane field and Geoff had us believe we were
at the site of a virtual A Bomb site in the rainforest of Iron Range. Very
interesting and enjoyable!! Rick then took the wheel and we became
passengers on our way to Trinity Wharf
to begin our tour of Cape York on the
cargo ship the MV Trinity Bay. Rick showed us some great sites around
the city, introduced us to some rare and unusual trees in town and gave
us an interesting history lesson of Cairns. By the time we reached
Trinity Wharf we were keen and eager to begin our journey on the MV
Trinity Bay to Cape York and our return journey to Cairns with Oz
Tours. But alas there was not a ship to be seen to sail us away, so on to
our next tour.
Michelle led us through an imaginary Lakefield National Park. We learnt
about the Traditional Owners of the land, the first European settlers, and the geography of Lakefield. She
spoke about some rare and endangered species of animals which inhabit
the park. We drove to Centenary Lakes and using our imaginations again
the lakes became a lagoon in LNP with Corypha (Kennedy) Palms and Lotus Lilies. Michelle drove us safely back to Oz Tours Depot for a well
earnt lunch. After lunch our session consisted of another round table discussion on Wet Tropics World Heritage Area, general flora and fauna
questions
–
some
very
tricky
–
what
is
the
difference between a Kangaroo, Wallaby and Wallaroo?? As well as some
scenario questions – what would you do if .................., what would you
do when ................? Rick, Geoff and Michelle were way too clever for
them and managed to answer all the questions asked and talked our way
out of all the scenarios put to us. After bluffing our way through the Q &
A session it was time to use our imaginations again. A shed post became
a tree and the Oz Tours yard became a muddy bog hole in which the
vehicle had become bogged. Swiftly and efficiently the Oz Tours gang had
the vehicle winched safely and successfully out of trouble.
A fantastic day of fun, friendship, learning and laughter resulted in Geoff,
Rick and Michelle being successfully accredited for Certificate 4 Tourism
– Guiding. Oz Tours recommends any member of Savannah Guides interested in being accredited for Cert 4 to contact Dean and Jacqui at
info@industryaccreditation.org.au or go to www.industryaccreditation.org.au for more information.
A special thanks to Mike Hintz from the Oz Tours staff for his continual encouragement and support towards our personal development.
NOTE: John Baynton has since spent time with Dean being assessed and is also on his way to being
accredited for Cert 4.
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Aboriginal English
By Margaret James.
Margaret is the author of The Honey Readers. They are a set of 20 progressive early readers, written in
sympathy with Aboriginal English, to assist Indigenous learners with learning to read.
At the recent Savannah Guide School Margaret educated us on Aboriginal English. Here’s a sneak
preview.
Aboriginal English appears on the surface to be very similar to Standard Australian English (SAE).
However, there are significant differences which may result in misunderstandings between speakers of
these dialects. We’ll look at some of these differences in order to become aware of how easily
miscommunication can occur.
What is Aboriginal English?
Before the British invaded Australia in the 18th Century, there were around
250 languages with as many as 600 dialects spoken on the continent. At
first a form of English developed between the invaders and the local people
as a way of communicating with each other. This changed as the Indigenous
people began to use it as a way of communicating with each other, rather
than with the English colonisers. It is now spoken as a first language across
Australia by Indigenous people, with differences according to the influence
of local languages. Unlike other Indigenous languages, Aboriginal English is
strongly present among urban and metropolitan Indigenous people, as well
as among those living in more remote areas.

Communicate with Savannah Guides
If you have anything to contribute to Communicator!
Tourism, flora, fauna, science, weird or wonderful, Awards,
Enterprises.
Do you as a member want to know about something?
Please let us know
Email Trish at ulnaday@gmail.com or
Russell info@savannah-guides.com.au
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